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D a tomatic meas ring s stem
M lti sensors

DPM: a unique system to detect various parts by shape learning

This machine is fitted with all the tools you need for your tridimensional  
metrology (software and 3D structure). 

Suitable for all controls: First part, process, laboratory, at entrance, at exit,  
during production… 

Programming by self-learning or CAD files. 

Automatic control of parts (single or multiple, by step and repeat). 

Ergonomic workstation with one or two screen(s). 
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DELTEC 3DSpeci�cations & features

ulti-parts control

Confocal

3D

ulti-sensors

ual-screen display

Structure (LEOS 200 / 300 ): 

x Structure made of aluminum alloys 
x Measurement capabilities (L, P, H): 200 x 200 x 150 mm / 200 x 300 x 150 mm 
x Loading up to 10 kg 
x Crossed rollers guides 
x Encoder’s resolution: 0.5 µm 
x X, Y, Z speeds: 75 mm/s maximum 

Measurement uncertainty ( : 

x XY E2: (2.5+5L/1000) µm (vision, touch probe) 
x Z   E1: (4+5L/1000) µm (vision) 
x Z   E1: (2.4+5L/1000) µm (touch probe) 

Vision: 
 

x HD B&W digital camera 1.3 MPX 
x Programmable lighting devices: 

x Episcopic lighting (white LED) 
x Coaxial ligthing 
x Diascopic lighting (green LED) 

x Motorized zoom lens (6 indexed positions) 
x Magnifications X30 to X200 (for guidance with full screen display 24’’)  
x Second wide field camera, for an automatic multi parts control 
x Positioning eased thanks to laser pointing 

Tactile (option): 

x Renishaw® TP200 
x 3 or 5 docks stylus changer rack 

Confocal (option): 

x “Confocal Chromatic” technology (while light sensor) 
x Measuring pencils: 1.4, 4 and 12 mm 

Computer: 

x CPU INTEL Core I5, 4 Go, HDD 300 Go 
x 2 x 22’’ LCD screens  
x Windows 10 / 64 bits  
x Software: Deltec Suite™ 

Conditions of use: 

x Power supply: 120 or 220 V, 50 or 60 Hz, 600 VA 
x Temperature range to ensure measuring accuracy: 20 ±1°C 
x Usage temperature: 15 to 35°C 


